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LEON BENN lives in Portland, Maine. He studied at the Rhode Island School of Design
(BFA) and the University of California, Los Angeles (MFA). He has had solo exhibitions at
Grant Wahlquist Gallery; David B. Smith Gallery, Denver; Roberts & Tilton, Los Angeles;
Stems Gallery, Brussels; and Carter & Citizen, Los Angeles. His work has been featured
in group exhibitions at Able Baker Contemporary, Portland; Space Gallery, Portland; Brand
New Gallery, Milan; the Contemporary Art Museum, St. Louis; James Harris Gallery, Seattle;
and Lisa Cooley, New York, amongst others. Benn’s work has received press coverage in
the Boston Art Review, Portland Press Herald, the Maine Arts Journal, and NPR (WBUR–
the Artery). Benn is represented by Grant Wahlquist Gallery in Portland, ME.
LAUREN MABRY Born in Cincinnati, Ohio and raised in Madison, Wisconsin, artist Lauren
Mabry lives and works in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. She received her BFA from Kansas
City Art Institute in 2007 and her MFA from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln in 2012.
Her ceramic work is internationally known for its bold, expressive glazes and is represented
in permanent collections at The Renwick Gallery of the Smithsonian American Art Museum,
The Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, The Daum Museum of Contemporary Art, The Nerman
Museum of Contemporary Art and the Sheldon Museum of Art. She is the recipient of
individual grants from The Pew Center for Arts & Heritage, The Independence Foundation,
and the NCECA Emerging Artist Award. Over recent years she has shown in many noteworthy galleries such as Ferrin Contemporary, Mindy Solomon Gallery, The Bemis Center
for Contemporary Art, and the Milwaukee Art Museum. She has worked at national and
international residencies including the Jingdezhen International Studio in China, the Gaya
Ceramic Art Center in Bali, The Archie Bray Foundation for Ceramic Arts in Montana, The
Clay Studio of Philadelphia, Mission Clay Products in Arizona, and the LH Project in Oregon.
ALLISON SCHULNIK (b. 1978, San Diego, California) is a multimedia artist whose solo
exhibitions include the Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art, Hartford, CT; deCordova
Museum, Lincoln, MA; Laguna Art Museum, Laguna Beach, CA; Oklahoma City Museum of
Art, OK; Nerman Museum of Contemporary Art, Overland Park, KS; ZieherSmith, New York,
NY; and Galeria Javier Lopez & Fer Frances, Madrid. She has been making animated films
since she was 17. Her films have been included in internationally renowned festivals and
museums including the Hammer Museum, Los Angeles, LACMA, Annecy International
Animated Film Festival and Animafest Zagreb. She received “Best Experimental Animation”
at the Ottawa International Animation Festival 2014 and Special Jury Prize at SXSW Film 2011.
Her works were compared to “the comic-grotesque visionary James Ensor” by The New York
Times. Schulnik’s work is in the permanent collections of over a dozen institutions including
LACMA and Museum des Beaux Arts, Montreal. She lives and works in Sky Valley, CA.
HANNAH SECORD WADE received her Master of Fine Art (MA) from Chelsea College of Arts,
London, and her BA Fine Art from Hampshire College, Amherst. She has been a resident at
the Arteles Creative Center (Finland), Open Wabi (Ohio), and The Sam and Adele Golden
Foundation (New York). In 2020, her painting, Dog Fountain, was selected by Alex Katz for
donation to the permanent collection of the Portland Museum of Art, courtesy of the Alex
Katz Foundation. Her work has been shown in London and Paris, and throughout the United
States. She lives and works in Maine.

LAUREN MABRY, Glazescape (Green Shade No. 3), 2022, Ceramic, glaze, 11.5"h × 17"w
× 6"d. Courtesy of the Artist and Ferrin Contemporary Gallery, North Adams, MA.

Height of summer, Portland, Maine. The maple and oak have fleshed out
leaves and darkened green; grasses are high and insects buzz in the
breeze; ferns populate the edges of ditches at the side of the road.
A dense undergrowth inhabits the forest. The proximity to wild spaces
is one of the reasons we are drawn here, and the natural world has
long influenced artists in Maine. A Fresh Greeting is Heard highlights
four artists, two working in Maine, who complicate our understandings
of “nature”, navigating realms between abstraction and figuration to
tease out the disquiet and enchantment found in wild spaces, the magic
of transformation, the tendency to see meaningful imagery in ambiguous
forms, and the agency of natural places as vibrant actors in our
collective imagination.

Leon Benn’s work finds an improbable wild in the everyday chaos of urban edges. In
his paintings, Benn articulates the lush overgrowth at the border of a parking lot, or the
profusion of growth in a neglected intersection or base of a city tree. The generosity of
Benn’s mark making draws the viewer into the networked densities of his canvases, and
out towards these everyday ecologies underfoot. For example, in Mica Cap Mushrooms
near Cumberland Avenue and High Street (2022), a tiny cluster of painted mycological
growth reveals the seductive surfaces of Coprinellus micaceus, a mushroom that when
picked deliquesces immediately in a mysterious process referred to as autodigestion.
Like these fruiting bodies of vast underground networks, the paintings allude to the
invisible vibrant materiality found in overlooked spots in the city. Multilayered, Benn’s
paintings navigate a depth of field that alludes to the photographic. The ground of the
paintings, laid down first with an acrylic wash, looks out of focus, as if the camera’s
depth of field were dialed way down lending the background a distinctly blurry image.
This opacity operates as foil to the riot of detail “in focus” in the foreground. In many of
the works, thick impasto marks seem to float on top of the painting and pull the viewer
out of representational reverie, back to the surface and the medium and the pleasure
of paint, the touch of the artist. This quality is particularly apparent in Dandelions near
Cumberland Avenue and High Street (2022) where a white spring moth flits behind
a pink impasto mark, the movement of the moth rendered as a blur. These impasto
marks are abstract and vibrant. In August Overgrowth, Bunker Brewery (2020), vivid
aquamarine and bright green vibrate next to mustard yellow, pink and orange-red. In
Benn’s work, the marks and forms seem to point outside of themselves, they become
indicators and revolutionizers of our viewing assumptions and strategies. The effect
is joyful and freeing; these are not the colors and forms one associates with traditions
of landscape painting, nor are the ways in which seeing is enlarged by these works
restricted.
Claiming landscape as her subject, painter Hannah Secord Wade creates work that
cultivates the unease one might experience at the edge of a forest, swamp, or field.
Borders have overgrown, boundaries dissolve, and scenes are punctuated with a
subtle anxiety. Wade has said she views her work as “representation being eaten
by abstraction”; as objects are defined and obscured, formed and erased, she distills
a feeling of apprehension. Unlike fairy tales that serve as warnings about the lure
of a magical and dangerous forest, her works present opaque, unsettling narratives

— outcomes are unknown, mysteries unfold, creatures watch us from hidden places.
In Other people’s pools (2021), we peer through the overgrowth at the depth markers of
what looks like an abandoned pool at dusk. The overwhelming green hue of the painting
seems to leak from one object to the next, even the air seems soaked in chlorophyll, and
a frail fence clearly will not hold back the trees that loom behind it. In Small Pool (2021),
a black cat peers out awkwardly from behind another green composition, front legs
forward as if cresting through the seamless ground of color that dominates the canvas.
In this work and others, loosely sketched cartoon-like plant overgrowth spreads through
the plane and articulates a context for a story to unfold. From Wade’s “Swamplands”
series, the paintings as a whole assert a dialog with a mysterious algal world soaked
in a series of verdant hues; it’s as if all the light by which the painting is seen is filtered
through a watery green gel. Feast of the Unknowing (2021), brings in the rare (for this
series) punctuation of contrasting hues: melon, pink and yellow colors appear to sit as
discarded fruit remains on a table placed in the overgrowth. The viewer is witness to an
upended feast. No one is around; a drink has spilled (bright green, of course), shoes are
left behind, and a chair has tipped over in the grass. One is left with the sense that
a sudden event has occurred, an emergency played out; one is privy to its aftermath.
HANNAH SECORD WADE, Left: Feast of the Unknowing, 2021, acrylic on linen,
60”× 48” private collection. Courtesy of Northern Daughters Gallery, VT.
Right: Small Pool, 2021, acrylic on linen, 60"× 48". Courtesy of Northern
Daughters Gallery, VT.

Lauren Mabry’s works capture transformative material forces beyond our control. Her
ceramic objects appear fixed in medias res, clarifying materials and objects in transition.
The least representational of the works on exhibit in the ICA, Mabry’s works provide
pathways for us to imagine the wildness of evolutions outside our ken. Her ceramic
forms engage with Modernist histories of abstraction —she notes Helen Frankenthaler
and Hans Hoffman as inspirations —as well as transforming the field of ceramics through
their painterly focus. A master of glaze techniques, Mabry’s works are constructed with
these fluid materials in mind. Each form articulates pathways for color that reinforce
clay’s engagement with the earth and its gravitational pull. In Glazescape (Green Shade
No.2) (2021), a fluid chromium green surface descends onto two brown supportive posts,
suggestive of trunks that aim to hold up a canopy that is melting before our eyes. And
melt it does; in Mabry’s “Glazescape” series, the glazes drip and pool, frozen in a moment
of transformation to reveal an intermixing of chemical color that calls to mind a candy
factory in high production: bright oranges, pinks, yellows, and chartreuses. A few works,
such as Glazescape (Pink No. 4) (2022), gape like open mouths, uncanny glaze forms
like garish teeth drip within oval windows. These playful inventions contribute to a
viewing experience that is one of pleasurable uncertainty. In Glazescape (Molten Cloud)
(2022) a foamed white glaze form rests like fallen stratocumulus clouds at the base of
the work. This notation of atmospheric phenomena, at once ethereal referent and marker
of our environmentally strained times, is here grounded and abstracted by the mineral
world: clay, glaze, heat, and gravity.
Allison Schulnik’s video, Moth (2019), full of unexpected transformations, metamorphoses, births, and deaths, entrances in its encounter with the marvelous. A three
minute meditation on how one thing becomes another, the animation is made of 1,540
gouaches-on-paper that ripple as the images unfold: A caped woman becomes a flying
creature, which then becomes a sea serpent that approaches and opens its mouth
to reveal a landscape of mushrooms. Flowers become seed heads, seeds the night
sky. The animations dance to the haunting Gnossienne No. 1, written by Erik Satie,

(performed here by Nedelle Torrisi) which carries us and the transforming beings liltingly
through a narrative of unfolding, unstoppable change. Schulnik notes “the film seeded
and bloomed from a moth hitting my studio window and continues as a wandering
through the emotions of birth, motherhood, body, nature, metamorphosis and dance.”
There is a loose, playful quality to the gouaches, as larvae seem to smile, the pattern
on a moth becomes a mask, and vibrating insects become stars. The fluidity of these
beings with each other and the world pulses with enchantment and mystery, the real
magic of living. In one section, a flying horse with a devil’s head gallops across the
frame. The movement, both awkward and elegant, is extended and striving. Pegasus
here is both tempter and refuser, the mythical being’s creativity at once a seductive tug
and an adept escape artist. At the end of the film, the heart of the beast opens into a
mandorla, an almond-shaped form that frames a great blue emptiness.
The four artists in A Fresh Greeting is Heard remind us at once how alien and otherworldly is our wild everyday, how the forces of change are ongoing, and how magic
lives among us.

ALLISON SCHULNIK, Moth, 2019, (video still) gouache-on-paper animated video
with 1540 gouaches-on-paper, 3 minutes, 15 seconds video with sound. Courtesy
of the artist and P.P.O.W., New York.

This gallery guide is prepared in conjunction with A Fresh Greeting Is Heard, an exhibition
at the Institute of Contemporary Art at Maine College of Art & Design from July 15–
September 18, 2022. The exhibition includes the work of four artists, Leon Benn, Lauren
Mabry, Allison Schulnik, and Hannah Secord Wade. A Fresh Greeting Is Heard is curated
and organized by Director of Exhibitions Julie Poitras Santos, and realized with the
assistance of Assistant Director Nikki Rayburn and Exhibitions Assistant Sarah Sawtelle.
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